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Animal models of reward processing have revealed an extensive network of brain areas 
that process different aspects of reward, from expectation and prediction to calculation 
of relative value. These results have been confirmed and extended in human 
neuroimaging to encompass secondary rewards more unique to humans, such as 
money. The majority of the extant literature covers the brain areas associated with 
rewards whilst neglecting analysis of the actual behaviours that these rewards generate. 
This review strives to redress this imbalance by illustrating the importance of looking at 
the behavioural outcome of rewards and the context in which they are produced. 
Following a brief review of the literature of reward-related activity in the brain, we 
examine the effect of reward context on actions. These studies reveal how the presence 
of reward vs. reward and punishment, or being conscious vs. unconscious of reward-
related actions, differentially influence behaviour. The latter finding is of particular 
importance given the extent to which animal models are used in understanding the 
reward systems of the human mind. It is clear that further studies are needed to learn 
about the human reaction to reward in its entirety, including any distinctions between 
conscious and unconscious behaviours. We propose that studies of reward entail a 
measure of the animal’s (human or nonhuman) knowledge of the reward and knowledge 
of its own behavioural outcome to achieve that reward. 
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WHAT ARE REWARDS? 

Rewards are a fundamental influence in the behaviour of animals. Humans and other animals are driven 
to seek out and attain rewards and to avoid punishments or penalties. Rewards are classified into two 
types. Primary rewards do not need to be learnt and they serve basic needs for survival and reproduction. 
They include food, water, and sex. Secondary rewards are more abstract and cognitive in nature, and their 
reward value must be learnt. Examples are money, acclaim, security, knowledge, and praise. Some 
secondary rewards are more closely related to basic needs and survival than are others. For example, 
money can buy food and shelter, and security improves your chances of survival. On the other hand, 
achieving a particular body shape because your culture deems it attractive is less straightforward. If the 
secondary reward (achieving a particular body shape) has been assigned a positive value in our culture, 
then it may increase the chances of finding a mate and, hence, act as a positive reward. However, 
potentially maladaptive behaviours (eating disorders, stress, greed) are also produced by these secondary 
rewards. Understanding secondary rewards is critical to understanding human behaviour in our society.  
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Rewards have several basic functions. Intuitively speaking, a reward is something one receives for 
completing something or doing well in a task (for example, rewarding yourself with a large slice of cake 
after having just completed a 10-mile run). In addition, rewards produce feelings of pleasure and liking, 
and reinforce the behaviour realising them — you are more likely to go on a long run again when you 
think about the large slice of cake you enjoyed so much last time. The psychological components of 
reward can be decomposed into three critical components[1,2]: (1) learning about relationships among 
stimuli and about the consequences of actions, including implicit and explicit knowledge produced by 
associative conditioning and cognitive processes; (2) affective or emotional components — implicit 
“liking” and conscious pleasure produced by reward consumption; and (3) motivated behaviour — 
implicit incentive salience “wanting” and cognitive incentive goals, i.e., instrumental performance and 
consumption of rewards. 

To further our understanding of the psychological components of reward, particularly as they relate to 
secondary rewards so critical and unique to the human animal, it is important to reveal how reward 
influences behaviour. Each of the three components of reward can be characterised as having a conscious 
or unconscious element. The conscious aspects of reward are widely acknowledged to be difficult to study 
in animals, such as the emotional component of rewards (e.g., “pleasure”). This review will concentrate 
on the third component, motivated behaviour, and will illustrate the value in studying human subjects, 
particularly through the examination of distinctions in conscious and unconscious behaviour. 

HOW ARE REWARDS PROCESSED? 

This section outlines the critical brain areas and mechanisms in the reward system of the brain. Evidence 
will be provided both from humans and from animal models. Most of our knowledge of reward-related 
brain activity is from animal studies, which use methods such as single-cell recording, brain lesions, 
psychopharmacology, electrical self-stimulation, and administration of addictive drugs. However, 
limitations exist in using animal studies to build a complete understanding of the processing, functions, 
and effect of rewards in humans. In particular, animal studies usually only employ basic rewards because 
cognitive rewards are difficult to investigate in the laboratory animal. Recently, the development and 
improvement of imaging techniques has led to an explosion of reward-related studies in humans. 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is currently the most useful tool for investigating the 
reward systems in the human brain, although event-related potential (ERP) recordings and occasionally, 
single-cell studies have been revealing.  

Though the regions activated depend on the task used, there is a consistent set of reward-related 
neural structures found in humans. It is clear that the regions identified in the human neuroimaging work 
parallel those identified in the extensive animal literature, even when bearing in mind that the spatial 
resolution of fMRI is not as high as that of single-cell studies. Abstract, secondary rewards used in the 
studies of humans are associated with neuronal responses in the same regions that respond to primary 
rewards in animals. This kind of common network, for both secondary and primary rewards, would allow 
very different rewards to be compared directly to each other, in order to choose between possible courses 
of action[3]. 

Many studies have focussed on the detection, prediction, and valuation of rewards. The set of brain 
areas consistently activated in this work includes the striatum (caudate nucleus, putamen, and ventral 
striatum, including the nucleus accumbens), the amygdala, dopaminergic neural areas in the midbrain, 
and orbitofrontal cortex[4,5]. The less well-studied aspect of reward processing is the integration of 
reward information for the purpose of action. The set of brain areas implicated in the production and 
modulation of motivated behaviour includes the anterior cingulate cortex, the basal ganglia, (dorso)lateral 
prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, superior colliculus, and premotor cortex. Various studies have attempted 
to attribute distinct reward-related functions to each of these areas and some of these are described in the 
subsections below. It should be noted, however, that neural areas often appear to have more than one role 
and are active in multiple situations, so this summary defines general properties, but is not complete or 
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restricted. Indeed Roesch and Olson[6] underline the need for more work in this area when illustrating 
how difficult it is to disambiguate the functional significance of modulated neuronal activity recorded in 
nonhuman primates. Activity may represent the value of an expected reward or activity may reflect 
motivational modulation of motor signals. 

Reward Detection, Prediction, and Expectation 

Much of our current knowledge about the detection, prediction, and expectation of rewards comes from 
electrophysiological studies of single cells in nonhuman primates. Results are reviewed more fully 
elsewhere[7], so no more than a brief summary is presented here before addressing the human functional 
anatomy.  

There are a large number of brain areas that respond to the presence or delivery of rewards. This set 
of brain areas includes cortical areas, such as dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, anterior 
cingulate cortex; and subcortical areas, such as the striatum (caudate nucleus, putamen, and ventral 
striatum, including nucleus accumbens), subthalamic nucleus, pars reticulata of the substantia nigra, the 
lateral hypothalamus, and the amygdala. In addition, the striatum, amygdala, and orbitofrontal cortex 
contain neurons that respond when a reward is expected, but has not yet been presented. For example, 
several studies have demonstrated that cell responses in the caudate reflect both the target of an upcoming 
saccade and the reward expected after making the movement[8,9].  

The response of mesencephalic dopamine neurons to the delivery of reward has attracted particular 
interest. A role for dopamine in the neuronal mechanisms of reward was first implicated many years 
ago[10]. For a long time, it was assumed that dopamine was responsible for the hedonic feeling (pleasure) 
associated with receiving rewards. However, dopamine is not necessary or sufficient for generating 
“liking” for sweet rewards in animals, and accumulating evidence suggests that it does not mediate 
subjective pleasure of drug rewards in humans. Currently, there are many suggestions for the role of 
dopamine, including the “wanting” (or motivational) component of reward, the signalling of reward 
prediction errors, and others[11,12]. Dopamine acts at several different timescales and this may reflect 
several complementary functions that are dependent on the rate at which its concentration fluctuates[13]. 
For example, dopamine exerts a tonic influence via its continuous, low extracellular concentration in 
dopamine-innervated areas and this is crucial for enabling a large number of behavioural processes, such 
as movement, cognition, and motivation. Other factors cause a slower modification of the central 
dopamine level over seconds and minutes, and may mediate the processing of reward, feeding, drinking, 
punishment, stress, and social behaviour[14]. However, the most relevant aspect of dopamine firing for 
the present discussion is the phasic response to the delivery of rewards and to stimuli that predict rewards, 
with a time course of only tens of milliseconds[15,16]. This phasic response may not actually code reward 
itself, but rather a reward prediction error[17]. This idea has received much support from recordings in 
nonhuman primates[18]. Importantly, phasic response is elevated following surprising rewards, depressed 
following omitted rewards, and is unaffected by correctly predicted rewards[13].  

In humans, dopaminergic neurons are more difficult to study. However, they project to other areas 
that can be examined relatively easily using functional imaging techniques, including the striatum and 
most areas of the neocortex, with particular focus on the prefrontal cortex. In humans, activity is 
consistent with reward prediction errors for appetitive events in the ventral striatum[19] and also the 
orbitofrontal cortex[20], and for aversive events in the ventral striatum[21]. Jensen and colleagues[22] 
found that the ventral striatum activations are consistent with signalling an error in predicting the salience 
of a stimulus regardless of its valence, with both appetitive and aversive events being equally effective. 
Ventral striatum activity is greater when the rewarding stimuli are unpredictable[23] and, importantly, 
increases with anticipation of increasing monetary rewards[24]. This latter result suggests an important 
role for the striatum in secondary rewards, and underlines how the same area is active in both primary and 
secondary rewards. 
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Although the discussion so far has focussed on the impact of reward in the ventral striatum, activity in 
the dorsal striatum is also strongly influenced by reward. In nonhuman primates, neurons in the caudate 
and putamen show reward-expectation activity[25]. In addition, many behaviour-related activations in the 
dorsal striatum, such as expectation and detection of instruction or stimuli, and the preparation, initiation, 
and execution of movement, show relationships to reward[26]. Human neuroimaging studies have found 
dorsal striatum activity that is affected by both magnitude and valence of monetary outcomes[27]. 
Therefore, reward-related processes happen throughout the striatum. However, the ventral and dorsal 
parts of the striatum have different roles[6]: the ventral striatum is limbic in nature (the amygdala projects 
mainly to ventral parts of the striatum); the dorsal striatum is one of the structures that appears to be 
interposed between limbic and motor systems (all subdivisions of prefrontal cortex, premotor cortex, and 
primary motor cortex project to different parts of the dorsal striatum). The dorsal striatum may therefore 
relay information between evaluative responses to reward and the actions related to these rewards. The 
anatomical relationship between motor and reward-sensitive neural areas highlights the importance of 
reward on actions. 

Thus, it is not surprising that reward detection, prediction, and expectation encoding is also found in 
cortical premotor areas. For example, reward-predicting and reward-detecting neurons have been found in 
the supplementary eye fields[28]. The reward-predicting neurons linearly increase their firing shortly 
before saccade onset and continue until the reward presentation, long after the initiation of the saccade 
(300–500 ms after). In contrast, reward-detecting neurons fire in phase with reward delivery. In addition 
to this activity in the supplementary eye fields, reward expectancy is also represented in the activity of 
supplementary motor area neurons, even in the context of an oculomotor task[29]. These data, taken 
together, suggest a reward-expectancy signal that is present throughout the dorsomedial frontal cortex. 

Reward Value and Preference 

Current stimulus-value associations require the acquisition and rapid updating of representations of 
reinforcer value, and the linking of this potentially changing value to the stimulus. Rapidly updated 
stimulus-value associations that support instrumental behaviour and goal-directed action are mediated by 
the basolateral complex of the amygdala[30]. Neurons in this area that fire selectively in response to food 
can be modulated by salting the food, presumably changing its affective significance[31,32].  

The amygdala is well known for its association with fear and negative emotions. However, it has now 
also been consistently found that amygdala neurons respond to positive stimuli[33] and rewards[34], and 
in particular seem to encode the intensity or magnitude of rewards[35,36]. Reward-related neurons in the 
basolateral amygdala of rats anticipate reward encounter, respond during reward consumption, and 
differentiate between high and low reward magnitude[37]. Via the use of olfactory and gustatory stimuli 
matched for valence and differing in intensity, the amygdala has also been implicated in processing 
reward intensity in humans[35,36]. In this study, the orbital frontal cortex (OFC) was implicated in 
coding for valence, whereas the amygdala was exclusively involved in processing odour intensity. 
Therefore, it seems that the amygdala is encoding how arousing stimuli are. Previous theories associating 
amygdala activity with only negative stimuli may simply reflect the stronger salience of negative events. 
The value of a stimulus is clearly an interaction of valence and intensity. 

The OFC is crucial in the process of reward valuation[38]. Clearly, neurons in the OFC are also able 
to distinguish between rewards and punishers[39]. The OFC encodes stimulus-reward value from 
different sensory modalities[40] as well as more abstract, secondary rewards, such as money[41]. In 
addition, the OFC tracks the changing values of rewards. For example, the response of neurons in monkey 
OFC to a particular taste varies according to whether the animal has been fed to satiety with that food or 
is hungry[40]. Similarly, if hungry human participants are scanned in the presence of two food-related 
stimuli and then fed to satiety on one of these, OFC activity to the eaten food decreases, but activity to the 
food not eaten remains the same[42]. Studies of humans with OFC lesions show how important this 
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region is in altering and guiding voluntary action based on such changing reward values and 
contingencies[43,44].  

The OFC is particularly important in the relative coding of rewards. Reward discriminations are based 
on the relative preference for the available rewards reflected in the animals’ choice behaviour, rather than 
any physical or other absolute reward properties. Thus, neurons in the OFC appear to process the 
motivational value of rewarding outcomes and may be critical for voluntary action[45]. This encoding of 
relative motivational values to action outcomes might be important input for neuronal mechanisms in the 
frontal lobe that underlie goal-directed behavioural choices[46]. Relative coding means that the neuronal 
response to a reward varies according to other rewards available at that time. In short, reward-related 
neural activity depends on the context in which the reward is presented. This is a critical idea to both this 
review and the literature in general. Hence, a particular reward could be the preferred option in one 
context, but the nonpreferred option in another.  

There may be functional heterogeneity within the OFC, with a role for subregions in representing 
stimulus-reward values, signalling changes in reinforcement contingencies and in behavioural control[47]. 
The human OFC is also sensitive to the context in which a reward is presented. The presence of 
punishments and rewards together produce different activity in the OFC compared to rewards 
alone[41,48]. This contextual activity may also be reflected in different regions within the OFC. Both 
medial and lateral regions of the OFC show an enhanced response to the lowest and highest reward values 
relative to the midrange[41,49]. However, in a different context (the presence of both reward and 
punishment), medial OFC response correlates with reward value, while lateral OFC correlates with 
punishment value[48]. The prospect of negative outcomes may lead to functional dissociation between 
medial and lateral regions. Other studies have found similar results[35,38,50,51]. In addition to lateral 
OFC, other studies have highlighted the importance of the anterior insular cortex in representing aversive 
value[22,52,53,54]. Because lateral OFC responses are particularly associated with behavioural inhibition 
and perceptual set shifting[55], punishment may more efficiently initiate a behavioural change. As we 
shall see, the prospect of punishment changes the behavioural consequences of reward in humans[56]. 

Reward to Motor Output 

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) appears to have a crucial role in the control of reward-guided 
behaviours, relating actions to their expected consequences and guiding decisions. Neurons in the 
cingulate motor area may be important for the modification of behaviour towards a reward when the 
motivational value changes. In monkeys, these neurons are selectively active when switching to a 
different movement because producing the current movement would lead to less reward[57], which 
suggests a role in selecting movements for maximum reward. Anatomical studies have revealed that the 
cingulate motor area is in a key position to process the information necessary to select voluntary actions 
in accordance with the subject’s internal and external requirements[58]. Anatomically, the ACC receives 
information from the limbic structures and the prefrontal cortex about motivation and the internal state of 
subjects, as well as a cognitive evaluation of the environment. In addition, the ACC output goes to 
primary and secondary motor areas, and other motor structures in the brainstem and spinal cord. ACC 
activity correlates to task value and the size of the rewards received, where an optimal stimulus (the 
stimulus with the highest probability of reward) must be identified[59]. Other areas that assist in the 
control of reward-guided behaviours are the dorsal striatum and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Their 
neuronal activity signals both the nature of the planned action and the value of the expected reward[6]. 

In humans, activations in areas of the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) and anterior cingulate gyrus 
have been observed in a number of studies of reward processing[60, 61]. Again, these regions appear to 
be involved in the complex process of integrating reward information in action and decision making[62]. 
A medial-frontal ERP, localized to the ACC, is found after subjects made a choice between two cards in a 
gambling task and it is larger for losses than for gains[63]. This activity is found within 265 ms of 
presentation of the choice and is consistent with rapid evaluation of the motivational impacts of events 
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and subsequent guiding of behaviour. In accordance, affective responses are faster and stronger to 
negative events than positive ones[64]. Moreover, single-cell neural activity in dorsal ACC neurons 
increases when human subjects are instructed to change the direction of a joystick movement, and the 
greatest response occurs when the change in direction signifies a reduced reward[65]. After dorsal ACC 
ablation, subjects make more errors when required to change behaviour based on reward reduction, 
providing further evidence for the importance of dorsal ACC in relating reward-related information to the 
selection of alternative actions, especially in the context of diminished return[66]. The dorsal ACC shows 
greater responses when deciding between two objects to gain the lesser punishment, but the ventromedial 
PFC showed greater responses when deciding between two objects to gain a greater reward, showing a 
functional distinction between different areas within the medial frontal cortex[67]. This increased 
activation in the dorsal ACC may reflect increased response competition when choosing between negative 
rather than positive options. Reaction times and error rates are much higher for this type of decision. 
These data reflect the importance of punishment on response choice with specific modulation of the more 
motoric aspects of the action being modified by reward and punishment. 

The dorsolateral PFC plays an important role in holding visuospatial information online to guide 
behaviour for all effectors, from movements of the hands to movements of the eyes. The lateral prefrontal 
cortex (LPFC) is a likely place where the integration of reward processing and spatiomotor processing 
occurs. This area receives the necessary projections from the OFC and midbrain dopamine areas (for 
reward processing) and is well characterized as holding information online to guide behaviour[68]. In 
accordance with this view, Kobayashi and colleagues[69] found several subsets of neurons in LPFC: S-
type cells that coded the spatial location of a to-be-made saccade, R-type cells that coded the reward, and 
SR-type cells that coded both. The SR-type cells correlated with the modulation of saccade behaviour by 
expected reward outcome, providing strong evidence for the integration of reward and action within the 
LPFC. Additionally, performance was better and more precise in reward-present trials compared to 
reward-absent trials. The PFC may change the goal aspects of action based on expected reward outcome, 
and, as we shall see, the basal ganglia may change the motor aspects of action. 

Modulation of neuronal activity by reward value (higher neural activity after cues predicting large 
rewards) is more prominent the more posterior the brain area, in both lateral and medial frontal areas[6]. 
Therefore, two distinct processes may happen in the brain when predicting a reward: the first process 
occurs in the OFC and involves representing the value of the reward; the second process is manifest in 
premotor cortex and involves maintaining a level of motivation consistent with the value of the 
reward[70]. 

WHAT ROLE DOES CONTEXT PLAY? 

Importantly, we have seen context modify the functional response of the human and nonhuman brain. As 
discussed before, different patterns of activation are found within the OFC, and this difference is best 
understood as a change in context. When only reward is presented, both medial and lateral regions of the 
OFC show a correlation with reward value[41,49]. In contrast, when reward and punishment are present, 
the medial OFC response correlates with reward and lateral OFC correlates with punishment[48].  

Likewise, there is evidence that ACC activity is determined by the value of the outcome relative to 
the range of possible outcomes and not the absolute value of the outcome. When presented with three 
possible outcomes, where the objective value of the middle one is halfway between the objective values 
of the best and worst outcomes, the reward-prediction system will come to predict the middle value. The 
mesencephalic dopamine system conveys this reward prediction signal and the ACC uses it to improve 
performance on the task. Outcomes are then judged relative to this expectation (the middle value), and 
departures from this produce relative increases or decreases in cingulate activity[71]. Hence, ACC 
activity is context dependent. 

Other areas within and outside of the traditional reward areas are also influenced by contextual 
information[72]. Reward-related activity in the basal ganglia, PFC, posterior cingulate, inferior parietal 
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lobule, and cerebellum (with the exception of the right cerebellum and left medial frontal gyrus) show 
context-dependent activation based on the range of rewards. Bilateral anterior cingulate and medial PFCs 
are specifically activated when the context remains constant in a rapidly changing sequence of rewards or 
punishments[73]. However, a change in context (going from a reward to a punishment or vice versa) 
activated the right dorsolateral PFC. Moreover, the LPFC not only predicts the absence of reward, but 
also represents more specifically which kind of reward will be omitted in a given trial[74]. Therefore, 
these neurons seem to code contextual information and tonic baseline activity in the LPFC may be related 
to monitoring such motivational context. This kind of recent trial history context also modulates 
dopamine neurons[75]. The dopamine reward-prediction error is a context-dependent prediction error, 
using both the recent trials and overall experimental context. 

Subjects’ intentions also seem to modulate reward-related activity in cortical and subcortical neural 
areas. The caudate nucleus is robustly activated only when subjects think that their button press 
determines whether they won or lost money. The dorsal anterior cingulate is preferentially activated when 
subjects make an action based on their own motivation and OFC activation is negligible. The reverse is 
found when subjects are told what response to make[76]. These results show the motivational significance 
of an action on reward-related neural areas. 

These studies illustrate how important it is to take into account the overall context of an experiment 
when drawing conclusions about reward-related brain activity and the effect of rewards on actions. The 
range of possible outcomes, including the presence or absence of possible punishment, the recent outcome 
history, and motivation of the action, are all factors likely to have an effect. 

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF REWARD ON OUR ACTIONS? 

The anticipation of reward leads to motivated behaviour. For this behaviour to be labelled goal-directed 
behaviour, the reward and the contingency between action and reward both need to be represented in the 
brain during the action[77]. As we have seen, the ability to represent the value of rewarding and 
punishing events, estimate when and where such rewards and punishments will occur, and use this 
information to modulate behaviour, are all at the heart of goal-directed behaviour. We use here the eye 
movement system as our model of behaviour that is influenced by reward or punishment. We use the eye 
movement system (i.e., the system responsible for selecting and executing saccades) because eye 
movements are a convenient and easily measured example of voluntary and reflexive behaviour (e.g., 
antisaccades and prosaccades, respectively), and the anatomy and neural connectivity of the eye 
movement system is particularly well known, allowing us later to discuss the neural mechanisms behind 
the effects that we describe here. It is now widely accepted that voluntary eye movements made by 
humans in natural situations are guided by internal reward[78] but very little is known about the 
quantitative effects of reward and punishment on human saccadic programming.  

In general, the nonhuman primate results show that speed and accuracy of actions are enhanced when 
a more-valued reward is expected[69,79,80,81]. These studies focus on the behavioural effects of reward 
alone. As we have discussed above, the brain’s response to rewards alone is different from the context of 
both reward and punishment. As we will see below, the effects of reward on human behaviour are labile, 
depending on whether punishment is also a possible consequence. 

There are obviously important differences between humans and animals in potentially rewarding 
situations. With humans, you can explain the reward contingency verbally, and you can ask them to 
repeat it back to you to check if they have understood it. Humans are also very good at working towards 
future goals with no immediate rewards, and will continue to carry out the correct movements trial after 
trial without reinforcement. This is in addition to the difference in the types of reward used: primary 
rewards, such as food pellets, are used in animal studies and more complex secondary rewards, such as 
money, are used in studies with humans. 

Jazbec and colleagues[82] found results in humans that mirror those in nonhuman primates, despite 
the differences in reward type. In trials where the reward, punishment, or neutral value of the current trial 
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was signalled well in advance, subsequent eye movements in reward and punishment trials were faster 
than those in neutral trials, and performance was more accurate. Subjects were given feedback at the end 
of every trial, informing them of their performance and their monetary reward or punishment. 

Mimicking real-life situations where reward is not defined ahead of time, but needs to be determined 
online, two recent studies[56,83] used an antisaccade task where the reward value of the current trial was 
signalled by the go signal itself. No feedback was given at the end of each trial. In this situation, both the 
eye movement programming and the interpretation of the reward information must be completed in the 
short period before the eye movement is initiated (~200 ms for errors, ~350 ms for correct actions). In 
addition, subjects were working on the promise of a future reward and were not reinforced after every 
action, again reflecting more realistic situations. The paradigm employed was a gap antisaccade task[84] 
where subjects make 15–20% errors. On most of these error trials, subjects corrected their errors 
extremely quickly. Remarkably, on an average of 50% of error trials, subjects do not realise they have 
made this marked departure from the single correct eye movement: They do not report that they have 
made an error, so the error and corrective action are unconscious. The results from the first of the two 
studies agreed with the animal results, in the sense that movements in the potentially more rewarding 
condition were faster, but only conscious errors were significantly affected. When correct antisaccades or 
unconscious errors were made, there was no significant effect of reward, but when conscious errors were 
made (subjects made prosaccades towards the go signal), they were significantly faster when the go signal 
signified a higher reward value. This speeding was found even though the subjects would not receive that 
higher reward as they had made an error. The reward potential influenced action even in the absence of 
the correct action that would gain the reward. These results may reflect the distinctions of rewards having 
an implicit and explicit component, with differential effects on behaviour based on the conscious or 
unconscious action. 

In another study[56] reflecting the differential neural response to reward alone vs. reward and 
punishment, subjects were rewarded for a correct movement or punished for an incorrect movement, and 
the motivation levels were increased. Under these conditions, both reward and punishment induced a 
significant change in all types of movement made. The monetary value of the trial was able to affect the 
reaction time of antisaccades, conscious errors, and unconscious errors. The saccades in high-reward and 
high-punishment trials were slowed compared to saccades in low-reward and low-punishment trials, 
respectively. However, unconscious errors were differentially affected as they were speeded when 
punishment was high. Therefore, the effect of reward is not static. Movements in a rewarded condition are 
speeded compared to the nonrewarded condition[82]. However, much like the neural changes based on 
context, the behavioural response also changes if the context is different. If there is the possibility of 
punishment on some trials, and the trial value is not known well in advance, the influence of reward 
changes. 

The results of these studies also show us that rewards can act on a very short timescale. The saccades 
that were initiated in less than 200 ms were differentially affected by the various monetary values[56]. 
Therefore, subjects were processing the colour of the go signal, associating the colour with the monetary 
value for that go signal stored in memory, and programming the saccade all within that short time.  

The advantages of using saccades to investigate these phenomena are that saccades and visual 
processing are tightly linked, and that the saccadic neural circuitry is well understood. The visual 
information can very quickly access structures involved in the planning of the eye movement, and any 
change in reaction time brought about by these influences will be noticeable. With manual responses, 
actions are slow enough that preparation and conscious control can have qualifying influences. Therefore, 
it would not be surprising if a manual analogue of this task does not show the same effects of reward and 
punishment (and preliminary results suggest this is the case). This is a largely neglected area of study, but 
there are a handful of studies looking at the contextual effects of monetary rewards and punishments on 
other aspects of human behaviour besides eye movements. 

Trommershauser and colleagues[85] investigated the effects of rewards and punishments on the 
planning of manual responses. They asked subjects to rapidly touch a computer screen displaying a 
reward region and an adjacent penalty region. If subjects touched the reward region, they received points 
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(later translated to monetary reward); if they touched the penalty region, they lost points. The two regions 
were overlapping by various amounts and if both regions were touched, then both the reward and penalty 
were received. The penalties were varied, but the rewards were fixed. There was also a large penalty for 
not touching the screen in time. The penalty region was displayed for 500 ms before the reward region 
appeared, and the reward region acted as the signal to start the movement. Therefore, the location of the 
reward region and its distance from the penalty region were not known before the start of the trial. 
Subjects shifted their mean points of contact with the computer screen in response to changes in penalties 
and the location of the penalty region relative to the target region. There was no change in reaction time in 
the different conditions. Thus, manual movement planning can take into account possible punishment, but 
this was manifested as a change in movement endpoint and not as a change in reaction time. 

Rewards and punishments can also influence covert mental processes, such as visual attention. Using 
a negative priming paradigm with variable monetary rewards as arbitrary feedback on performance, one 
experiment[86] tested whether the lingering inhibition of distracters was stronger after highly rewarded 
responses than poorly rewarded responses. Negative priming was strong following highly rewarded 
selections and was eliminated after poorly rewarded selections. The efficacy of visual selective attention 
can be adjusted by reward and punishment. 

As revealed above, a major advantage of studying humans is that all aspects of reward function can 
be investigated. For example, the distinction between conscious and unconscious components of actions 
can be examined[56], as can the affective or emotional aspects. Berridge and Winkielman[87] have 
demonstrated a distinction between conscious and unconscious “liking” in humans. They found that a 
subliminally brief view of a happy facial expression produced no change in subjective feeling or mood 
ratings at the moment it occurred, but it still caused thirsty people to drink more of a fruit drink later and 
to give higher subjective value ratings to the pleasantness, attractiveness, and monetary value of the drink. 
This was all with no awareness that they either saw the subliminal stimulus or had an emotional reaction. 
Recently, Pessiglione and colleagues[104] have also demonstrated that subliminal perception of monetary 
rewards can influence motivated actions (in this case, grip strength), and the action alterations 
corresponded to changes in brain activity (basal forebrain) and autonomic responses. This study is 
exemplary for its multimeasure integration in investigating reward processing. Rewards and punishments 
in humans influence both actions and cognitive operations and these influences can happen in the absence 
of our conscious awareness. 

HOW DOES REWARD AFFECT OUR BEHAVIOUR? 

The mechanisms by which reward information is integrated into the planning of actions are still little 
understood. This section looks at the brain areas involved in the modulation of saccade programming 
according to available reward information. It proposes a network of areas that may be responsible for the 
behavioural changes seen in the experiments described above. Again, we use the eye movement system as 
our benchmark since neurophysiological studies involving nonhuman primates have led to an impressive 
level of knowledge of the underlying processes in saccade generation[88,89] and the effect of 
rewards[90]. Saccade-related brain areas identified in monkeys include the frontal eye field (FEF), 
supplementary eye field (SEF), lateral intraparietal area (including the parietal eye field, PEF), caudate 
nucleus, substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr), superior colliculus (SC), cerebellum, and brainstem 
saccade generators.  

The basal ganglia are integral to the generation of voluntary saccades[90] via their connection to the 
SC, the mid-brain site of saccade generation. The mechanism behind this is the regulation of inhibitory 
connections from the caudate to the SNr and from the SNr to the SC. SNr neurons are spontaneously very 
active and inhibit SC neurons. Cortical saccade-related areas converge on both the caudate nucleus of the 
basal ganglia and the SC. The excitatory input to the caudate inhibits the SNr activity, thereby 
disinhibiting the SC neurons and thus opening the gate to the cortical excitatory information being 
received from FEF, SEF, and PEF. The role of the basal ganglia is to select the appropriate cortical inputs 
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for the voluntary action[91]. The command to initiate a saccade can originate from any of these cortical 
areas[88]. This is illustrated by the preserved ability of subjects to make saccades despite a lesion to any 
one of these areas. However, such lesion studies reveal the various and specific influences that these 
cortical areas have on saccade programming, by the changes in saccade characteristics that are observed. 
For example, the FEF is involved in the preparation and triggering of voluntary saccades, the SEF in the 
temporal sequencing of saccades, and the PEF in visuospatial integration and reflexive saccade 
triggering[92,93].  

Several studies have demonstrated that the basal ganglia play a key role in the reward-dependent 
modulation of voluntary saccades. Reward-position-selective activity has been found in caudate 
neurons[94] that are responsible for reward-dependent bias of saccade latency. The response of the 
caudate reflects both the target of an upcoming saccade and the reward expected after making the 
movement, and that this activity is correlated with the velocity and latency of the saccades[9]. 
Importantly, reward-dependent modulation of behaviour depends on normal dopamine transmission in the 
striatum. Injecting dopamine D1 antagonist into the caudate significantly attenuated the reward-dependent 
saccadic reaction times[95]. 

All of these studies show that this basal ganglia mechanism modifies the measurable characteristics of 
voluntary saccades (e.g., reaction time) depending on whether they are followed by a reward. The 
question that now needs answering is “where does the reward information in the basal ganglia come 
from?”. There are two main routes. The first is via the mesencephalic dopamine neurons described earlier 
that encode the reward prediction error and project directly to the basal ganglia. The effect of injecting the 
D1 antagonist into the caudate supports the contribution of this information. The second route is via 
cortical areas that have themselves been modulated by reward, and the presence of spatially selective 
activity in the caudate supports the contribution of this flow of information. 

Therefore, the reward modulation of voluntary saccades (such as antisaccades) is effected by a 
network of interconnected brain areas, including the mesencephalic dopamine system, the basal ganglia, 
and many cortical areas. The cortical areas involved in relaying reward information will include the 
amygdala and OFC for reward magnitude and valence, and areas of the prefrontal and premotor cortex 
involved in the integration of this reward value with producing the motor output (particularly FEF, SEF, 
ACC, and dlPFC). 

When erroneous prosaccades are made during an antisaccade task, they are also modulated by reward 
value[56,83]. These erroneous saccades are not voluntary in nature, and therefore the neural circuitry is 
different, probably excluding the basal ganglia mechanism seen in voluntary saccade generation[96]. In 
order to make a saccade away from a suddenly appearing visual stimulus, a reflexive prosaccade towards 
the stimulus must be inhibited and a voluntary antisaccade in the opposite direction must be carried 
out[97,98]. Single-cell recordings in monkeys have shown that this process requires the suppression of 
saccade neurons in the FEF[99] and the SC[100]. Without sufficient inhibition before stimulus 
presentation, a reflexive saccade to the stimulus may result (an erroneous prosaccade). This top-down 
inhibition signal may originate in the frontal lobes[92], particularly the dlPFC[93], but also the SEF and 
parietal cortices[101]. The lower level of activation in these areas leading to an erroneous prosaccade 
does not affect the modulation of the saccade parameters by reward information however. The brain areas 
involved in executing an erroneous prosaccade are more limited, probably including only SC, FEF, and 
PEF. It is surprising that erroneous prosaccades are modulated by reward given both this network and the 
rapidity of the saccade. 

The speed with which reward information can modulate saccadic programming is also 
noteworthy[56,83]. Within ~200 ms, the visual stimulus has been processed and its reward value has 
affected the programming of the saccade. The mesencephalic dopamine neurons typically respond to 
rewarding stimuli in less than 100 ms. The pathways that could supply the dopaminergic neurons with 
such short-latency visual input are the retinal projections to the lateral geniculate-visual cortex system or 
the SC. However, cortical processing typically takes longer than the dopaminergic responses seen[102]. 
Therefore, the SC may be the more plausible relay for the very short-latency activations in the 
dopaminergic neurons that then contribute to the modulation of the saccadic programming of the very 
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short latency saccades. A direct connection exists between the SC and substantia nigra, and the SC has 
been shown to be critical for short-latency visual activation of the mesencephalic dopamine neurons[103]. 
With slightly longer latency saccades (e.g., antisaccades, ~330 ms), there will obviously be more time for 
cortical processing of the visual information to affect any subsequent stages in the process. 

To our knowledge, there is no existing fMRI work on the difference between brain activity for 
conscious and unconscious actions; hence, the brain mechanisms discussed here are preliminary in nature. 
The factor that determines whether an erroneous prosaccade is recognised as an error or not may be the 
level of activity in higher cortical areas, such as dlPFC, ACC, OFC, FEF, and SEF. Certainly, as we have 
seen above, there is a behavioural difference in the way that the two kinds of saccades are programmed 
because high punishment is found to affect unconscious prosaccades differently from conscious ones. The 
unconscious prosaccades were speeded, and seemed to have escaped a conscious strategy to slow down 
on all high valence trials[56]. This conscious strategy is presumably effected by some level of inhibition 
from cortical areas, and therefore the absence of the inhibition implies lower input from such areas. 

In summary, the network of brain areas involved in the modulation of actions by reward is large and 
complex. Critical areas include the mesencephalic dopamine system, the basal ganglia, and a plethora of 
cortical areas, each with their own function. It seems likely that reward and punishment can have an effect 
on action programming with little cortical processing, although the degree of cortical input may modulate 
the exact behavioural outcome observed. Cortical input brings with it contextual information and the 
conscious recognition of actions, modifying the effect of reward on action. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Several new findings have been described here: the differential effect of reward and punishment on 
conscious and unconscious eye movements, the labile effect of reward depending on the context in which 
it is presented, and the rapidity of reward processing in its effect on behaviour. 

The role of consciousness cannot easily be explored using an animal model. A strong, and likely 
incorrect, view would be to argue that all studies of reward and behaviour in nonhuman animals are 
studies of unconscious action only. If we want to know more about the role of consciousness in 
determining the effect of rewards and punishments on human behaviour, then more exacting studies 
detailing both the animal’s knowledge of the reward and knowledge of the action outcome are necessary.  

The volume of literature concerning the brain areas involved in reward processing and its effect on 
behaviour is extensive. The recent explosion in human neuroimaging studies of reward and punishment is 
helping to piece together an integrated view of the complex system involved. The behavioural findings 
described here place a time constraint on any proposed network of brain areas: the processing of a visual 
stimulus, its translation into reward value, and the influence of that reward value on action programs, can 
occur within 200 ms. As with most behavioural studies of this kind, the possible visual stimuli that can 
appear are constrained; hence, the amount of processing that must be carried out in order to determine the 
stimulus is limited. In a naturalistic setting, where the number of possible visual stimuli signifying reward 
information is limitless, this processing stage will most likely take longer.  

Further work will be needed to elucidate the more precise neural architecture and mechanisms behind 
the effect of rewards on our behaviour, but key to this progress will be the study of contextual effects of 
reward, a more precise linkage of behavioural effects to neural activations, and an assay of the animal’s 
knowledge of both the reward and action outcome. 
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